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For my daughter—
Whatever you decide to do in this big, blue world,
your mama will bet on you to win.
I love you, I love you.
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CYCLONE TRACK PROGRAM,
TITAN DERBY
Final Results, Previous Season

Course Name: Earthquake
Distance: 32 Furlongs
Breed Type: Titan 3.0
Engine Oil: Diesel
Surface: Dirt
Titan Name

Jockey

Trainer

Sponsor

Time Rank

The Man

M. Franklin

O. Richey

Richey
Enterprises

10.50
1/4

Fuzzy
A. Gaston
Constellation

C. Norman

B&B Oil
and Gas

11.03
2/4

Prince of
Tides

S. Barrins

B. Lovato

Stanley
Stables

13.60
3/4

Sylvester

H. Wells

V. Pletcher

Ned and
Carol Wells

---4/4
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PART I
FRAGILE THINGS
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Chapter One
Tonight, the Titans will run.
I can see their eyes glowing red from my hard-won place
outside the fence. Grown men jostle me from both sides, sloshing pints of beer, hollering over one another as they place
last-minute bets. The moon dips low in the sky, lured by grumbled curses and bare-knuckle fights and cigarettes pinched
between dirtied fingertips.
My parents don’t know I’m here. I snuck out my bedroom
window with Magnolia an hour before midnight, an hour before
the race would begin. Last year, I watched the machines run on
a local sports channel—one of the few my family could afford.
The Gambini brothers should have been thrilled. The first year
and already they had cameramen and a spot in homes across
Detroit.
This time, though, I won’t watch from under my mother’s
arm, her fingers working their way through my hair. I breathe
in the pungent smell of sweat and urine, and press closer against
the fence. Magnolia stands beside me, her sight set on the course.
She takes my hand in hers and gives it a good squeeze. I squeeze
right back, and narrow my gaze to the Titans.
From inside the starting gate, the steel horses stamp the dry
earth and toss their heads. I can make out the jockeys’ colored
jerseys and anxious hands as they work their Titans’ control panels. I know from reading online that they’re sending manual
instructions to the horses’ control centers, setting speeds and calculating lean percentages and determining how close they’ll
push their horses to the slay zone.
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The horses are a mixture of the real things and race cars.
That’s why I’ve studied both. There isn’t much to do in the suburbs of Detroit, especially when where you live is less suburb and
more slum. As working conditions at my father’s plant worsened,
and my parents began to argue, the horses were transported into
the heart of the forest that nuzzled my house. A glittering promise of hope in the form of iron bolts and smooth steel.
The starting light in the center of the track flicks on, throwing red across the dirt. The Titans lose their ever-loving minds
when they see that particular shade of cherry. They may not have
real minds, or real thoughts, but like any other computer they
have the potential for recognition and reaction. The jockeys toe
their stirrups, lean forward in their black leather seats, and grip
the handlebars as their horses thrash.
I see all of this through the bars of the starting gate.
And then the light changes colors.
It blinks yellow—on and off, on and off.
Yellow.
The crowd moves in, bodies flush against my back until my
nose is pushed through the chain-link fence.
Yellow.
My heart thunders in my chest so that I can feel it in my
throat. Magnolia tightens her hold on my hand.
Yellow.
Finally, finally, the onlookers quiet. The absence of sound is
jarring. It’s the loudest thing I’ve ever heard—all those men
breathing rapidly, eyes widening, hands clenching their bet
cards.
Green!
The gates slide away. A gun fires.
And the Titans run.
4
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They run and the world trembles beneath my feet. Steam
puffs from their nostrils and their eyes cut a crimson path and
their bodies clash against one another, steel on steel. As the
Titans rumble past, a smile sweeps across my face. Watching
them is like kissing a speeding train. Like dancing with a hurricane. The horses are terrifying and beautiful at once. They are
mindless beasts, but under the stadium lights, their bodies moving down the track like ghosts, they are glorious.
I’m thirteen years old the day I first witness the Titans run.
It’s the same day I watch a grown man die.
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